King’s latest, featuring neuro-divergent police detective Raquel Laing, blends together evocative stories of the robber baron era of the American West, a counterculture commune in the 1970s, a present day mystery involving bones discovered beneath a massive statue, and the tale of a dying serial killer. An exciting departure from a consummate storyteller.

—Patricia Uttaro, Rochester Public Library, Rochester, NY

NovelList read-alike: Fierce Little Thing by Miranda Beverley-Whitmore

Back to the Garden
A Novel
by Laurie R. King
(Bantam)

"Margot is stressed out from running her family’s winery. Luke is burned out by his hi-tech job in Silicon Valley. So both are happy to enjoy what they believe to be a perfect one-night stand. However, the next day is awkward when Margot finds out Luke is the winery’s new hire. This sparkling romance will give readers a taste of the world of winemaking in Napa Valley."

—Ann-Marie Braithwaite, New York Public Library, New York, NY

NovelList read-alike: The Hookup Plan by Farrah Rochon

Drunk on Love
by Jasmine Guillory
(Berkley)

"Celebrating their retirement with a luxury cruise after four decades working for the same organization, four assassins discover they are now targets. This page turner offers the unique thrill of seeing women in their 60s as intelligent action heroes who can outmaneuver top assassins from an organization possessing limitless resources. For fans of What Rose Forgot and the Thursday Murder Club series."

—Di Herald, Mesa County Libraries, Grand Junction, CO

NovelList read-alike: The Old Woman with the Knife by Gu Byeong-mo, translated by Chi-Yong Kim

Killers of a Certain Age
by Deanna Raybourn
(Berkley)

"In March 2020, the pandemic forces Lucy Barton to move from Manhattan to a small town in Maine with her ex-husband William. Once she gets over the shock of this unexpected uprooting, Lucy reconnects with William as they navigate this period of isolation and fear together. While those familiar with Lucy from previous books will enjoy seeing her mature, this story also stands alone for new readers."

—Di Herald, Mesa County Libraries, Grand Junction, CO

NovelList read-alike: The Summer of Last and Found by Mary Alice Monroe

Lucy By The Sea
A Novel
by Elizabeth Strout
(Random House)

"In March 2020, the pandemic forces Lucy Barton to move from Manhattan to a small town in Maine with her ex-husband William. Once she gets over the shock of this unexpected uprooting, Lucy reconnects with William as they navigate this period of isolation and fear together. While those familiar with Lucy from previous books will enjoy seeing her mature, this story also stands alone for new readers."

—Nancy Eggert, Chicago Public Library, Chicago, IL

NovelList read-alike: The Summer of Last and Found by Mary Alice Monroe
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